John R. Lewis Cluster Elementary Redistricting Community Feedback
Meeting 2 Online Survey
Option 1: Focus on Geographic Proximity to John R. Lewis ES - Pros
Comment
It just makes sense.
This makes sense geographically
Largely keeps the wealthy people away from the poor people
Keeps Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run and Clairmont Terrace &Clairmont corridor together as a community
and makes transportation and logistical sense for the community. WE WANT to be in new school. Also our unit
of growing single family households will continue to grow the community around the new school for years to
come with redevelopment.
IT MAKES sense logistically - and keeps my neighborhood together Clairmont Terrace/Tanglewood Circle. The
clairmont corridor should be the main hub into this new school district. As this ares continues to develop and redevelop to a large community this is the ares that should be represented in John Lewis ES.
Keep the current school district for our neighborhood.
Geography, diversity.
Tanglewood / Gregory Run neighborhood is in it. Kids can walk to school
Makes the most common sense,
I've been to all of the meetings and I've heard a lot of folks that do NOT want to be in JRL. We, the parents of
Tanglewood/Gregory Run, WANT to be in the JRL and would HELP make it GREAT. I feel like that should be taken
consideration.
Keeps neighborhoods together and supports safer traffic patterns. Tanglewood families really want to be a part
of JRL and want to make it a great school!
Keeps most of APS district intact, avoids shifting APS students to Cross Keys feeder elementary schools since
those MS/HS are more overcrowded, many Montclair parents shifting to JLES on this map are very happy with
this proposed option, and many APS parents not shifting are very happy to keep their attendance zone intact.
Easier commute for students and parents.
traffic flow turning right out of tanglewood circle to get on Clairmont to get to John Lewis ES makes more sense
and the impossibility of turning left onto Clairmont to reach Montclair.
Tanglewood / Gregory Run is included, makes more sense to have kids close to their school. Traffic patterns
make sense.
Keeps neighborhoods mostly intact and keeps student commutes low.
Taking a left from Tanglewood is often dangerous because of traffic. JRL will be closer for my kids and provides a
safer option to travel. Tanglewood is included in JRL in option 1 which is a better option for our household.
Proximity to the school, Location, location, location is the most important thing particularly given the very
severe traffic pattern on Clairmont Road.
none. Still a long skinny attendance zone for Cross Keys HS with long bus commute times from the north DeKalb
county.
Logical zoning. Wakefield Forest remains intact as a neighborhood, and Ashford Park does as well except for the
pocket directly surrounding the new elementary school. There is much less "carving out" of the section of
apartments on Buford Highway. Wakefield students can avoid southbound on Clairmont, which is already a badly
congested traffic area.

At least some of the area that is not right on Clairmont Road is being considered with the new school. Going
north of Dresden will at least allow some of the wealthier areas to be captured.
great relief for schools C, D & E where it is really needed to improve quality of education for these kids.
Has a large block of students together on the east side of Buford/Clairmont - this is favorable for traffic (will keep
the Dresden school traffic going primarily east). It has a natural zone line. Overall makes the most sense.
Has a large block of students together on the east side of Buford/Clairmont - this is favorable for traffic (will keep
the Dresden school traffic going primarily east). It has a natural zone line. Overall makes the most sense.
Keeps Ashford Park and drew valley together.
Gregory Run and Tanglewood Circle are only 1 mile from John Lewis elementary school. Yeah!
I think the elementary zoning looks fair
It is good for students in E, D, H, and G. For Middle and High, it is staying mostly with the current feeder schools.
Clairmont Terrace/Shalimar Dr NE will be moved to the new school - John R. Lewis - and there are a lot of
parents right now in my neighborhood with kids 0-4 who are privileged and who could help make the new
elementary school an awesome place and be super involved in the PTA, but if the move to the new school
doesn't happen, they will move away.
Tanglewood / Gregory Run is included, makes more sense to have kids close to their school. Traffic patterns
make sense.
This would provide the most diverse option for the school, with a geographic center. It includes Tanglewood
Circle, which very much wants to be part of John Lewis Elementary.
Largely Maintains the Ashford Park, Drew Valley, Brookhaven Fields community.
'- solves for overcrowding in key schools.
- easy traffic flow down buford for attendance.
Has a large block of students together on the east side of Buford/Clairmont - this is favorable for traffic (will keep
the Dresden school traffic going primarily east). It has a natural zone line. Overall makes the most sense.
Longer term benefits on geographic continuity if communities. Pro that Drew Valley is not impacted.
More local attendance from geographic proximity.
Tanglewood Circle, Gregory Run, and Clairmont Terrace are part of this. It makes sense to have our children
closer to their school. Traffic patterns make more sense and are less dangerous.
I'm in favor of option 1, as it seems to be more organized and with less impact in the traffic/logistics..
This one seems nice because it looks like it keeps neighborhoods intact and prioritizes geographic proximity.
We do not want to change anything
It reduces the bus time to go with proximity. That, in turn, reduces fuel expenses, extra time for drivers and kids
on the bus and less traffic up and down Clairmont which is already a daily traffic jam.
The number of redistricted students seems to be minimal.
Sets up JLES for success by incorporating a lot of families in the area marked C. Also leaves Ashford Park school
zone mostly intact as possible.

In Option 1, Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park/Chamblee
attendance zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included in John Lewis ES. Their community wants to help pioneer the
new school and support it! They should most definitely be welcomed and encouraged to help build a strong
school.
This map appears to follow Board Policy AD more accurately than Option 2.
Brookhaven Renaissance included at Ashford Park elementary school.
Works best
Boundary lines are clean, area is mostly unified and easily defined. I like that Gregory Run and Tanglewood are
kept connected together. Transportation from Gregory/ Tanglelood would be easier for this option since it is
easier to make a right onto Clairmont than to cross 4 lanes of traffic with no light to get to Montclair.
Tanglewood/Gregory Run/Clairmont Terrace is included. Makes sense for traffic patterns
JLE zone looks like more of a school district
Wakefield Forest has rapidly increasing number of young families with upcoming elem aged children - projected
enrollment is high over next couple of yrs & this would alleviate continuing to overcrowd Montg Elem
Keeps Wakefield Forest neighb in tact while also addressing geog proximity by sending to JLE
Area D & F will save significant travel time with this change.
The high school map looks logical
I like option 1 for the elementary school because I would actually consider sending my child there.
More Montclair families zoned for JLES and at the small room meetings, those parents ar very invested in
wanting to be there. Would like to put as many cross keys overcrowded families into the new facility that they
have been promised for many years. Still keeps a lot of neighborhoods intact--Drew Valley, Brookhaven Fields
and keeps them in AP.
NONE
I feel that option 1 while based on proximity does a better job of keeping neighborhoods intact.
None.
I don't see many...
No pros
None.
None. Terrible idea to take a small portion of the Ashford Park neighborhood from Ashford Park ES. Not only
would traffic patterns to AP be severely disrupted, but the neighborhood would not be left intact. This would be
the opposite of efficient and economical.
We get to stay with our neighborhood school districts that our friends and neighbors are in in Ashford
Park/Chamblee district.
We are very supportive of this option as it keeps our street in tact with drew valley/Ashford park
Allows our children to continue to remain close
Relieves some overcrowding in the Cross Keys Cluster.
Coosawattee Drive left in APES zone
The only pros I see are alleviating some of the portables at a couple schools, but that same pro exists on option
2.
I think this Option 1 makes sense geographically. I think it also leaves neighborhood schools intact as much as
possible.

None
There are no pros to option 1 that aren't accomplished by option 2.
Some overcrowding of Cross Keys cluster relieved.
The people of Brookhaven are very proud of their individual neighborhoods within the city. This map does a
good job of keeping those neighborhoods intact so we can continue to feel like a community with a larger
growing city.
Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved.
Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved
Pro: Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved.
Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved.
Helps with overcrowding from MES and WES
None
No pros
Includes tanglewood which wants to be in John Lewis ES district
High school and MS boundaries are similar.
Walkable Access for ES students to New school
I think it was good to include section H back into APES to help keep the neighborhoods together.
n/a
Prefer this one for intact neighborhoods and staying in same school through out grades Better traffic flow, too.
Maintain existing school feeder system and maintains the relationships that my kids have had for 11+ years.
relieving the overcrowding in the Cross Keys cluster
Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved.
N/A
Keeps drew valley in ashford park. Tanglewood circle in john lewis
Proximity and single family homes. There is a more even distribution of kids coming from Ashford Park and
Montclair to John R Lewis.
Aside from having a brand new school, I do not see any pros for our children.
I like how in both options presented, the Drew Valley neighborhood is kept together to stay in the Ashford Park
Elementary school zone. Tanglewood neighborhood off Clairmont is zoned to JLES, which is where they were
hoping to be. I am overall happy with this map and believe it will result in two strong elementary schools in JLES
and APES.
Area C is moved to John Lewis which is what the residents of the area want.
Geographic proximity - especially for the students marked C (Montclair ES to John Lewis)
Against this option
We get to stay with our neighborhood school districts that our friends and neighbors are in in Ashford
Park/Chamblee district.
Drew Valley and Ashford Park are kept together. Tanglewood is zoned for JLES (At the 2nd redistricting meeting
there were some parents from Tabglewood who are fighting very hard to be at JLES. Even though intact
neighborhood makes the most sense to me I would love for there to be a way that Tanglewood could go to JLES
since they want to so badly.
My house says in the current school zones for my children

I really like how in both options presented, the Drew Valley neighborhood is kept together to stay in the Ashford
Park Elementary school zone. Tanglewood neighborhood off Clairmont is zoned to JLES, which is where they
were hoping to be. I am overall pleased with this map and believe it will result in two strong elementary schools
in JLES and APES.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
- Most of Drew Valley Stays intact.
- The community is Section C voiced that they wanted to go to the new JLSchool in many small groups held.
Lowers capacity at Chamblee High from 101.0% to 100.2% (While increasing capacity at Cross Keys 122.0% to
124.0%).Ie. Good for Chamblee High/bad for Cross Keys (more over crowded.).
On second thought, this is bad. Why take students out of Chamblee, only to increase the overcrowding at CC?
You should leave Dresden Creek in the Chamblee zone.
None
Brookhaven Renassaince (Brookline Circle/Haberfield Ct.) remain in Ashford Park/Chamblee attendance zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be part of the new John Lewis School.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle and Haberfield Court) remain in the Ashford Park and Chamblee
cluster. Another pro is that Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included within the John Lewis zone. They
have been advocating to be part of the new school. We feel that all people who want to attend should get that
opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle/ Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park/Chamblee attendance zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle/Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park/Chamblee attendance zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included, both of which are advocating to be a part of the new John
Lewis school, and we feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
it mostly keeps neighborhoods intact
positive impact with minimal change on the current status of the school and neighborhoods
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
You combine the schools are not gotten any rates over 3. How you can get involded ashley park?
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
We stay in Chamblee cluster and at AP elementary - best option
(1) Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline & Haberfield) remains with their Drew Valley community & the
AP/Chamblee cluster; (2) Tanglewood Cir & Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be part of JLES.
Streets that want to attend & are physically close in proximity should be given the opportunity; (3) Option 1 is
best for geographic proximity.
Minimize disruption in majority of the stakeholder areas, so as to maintain as much of current ES, MS, & HS feed
structure as possible.
Brookhaven Renaissance neighborhood as a whole remains in Ashford Park/Chamblee attendance zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Why move 49 Ashford park students to Lewis when you are moving 40 students from Woodward to Ashford
park?? Just move woodward students to Lewis and leave Ashford park intact.
Continuation of same Elementary School for most of Ashford Park Neighborhood
Positive that my neighborhood remains zoned for Ashford Park Elementary and Chamblee Middle & High School

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
i want to keep my school Ashford Park elementary school
I am happy with where I fall in this option.
It's a new school
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
We get to stay with our neighborhood school districts that our friends and neighbors are in in Ashford
Park/Chamblee district
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
None
Not many students impacted
We get to stay within our neighborhood school districts and with our friends and neighbors in Ashford
Park/Chamblee district.
Skyland Estates must stay in Chamblee District for neighborhood and community continuity. The commute is
terrible as proposed and separates our neighborhood from the rest of Brookhaven - our city. This change will
destroy the attractiveness of our neighborhood, community and brand new Skyland Park to young families like
me. Keep our kids together!
This is the best option for our kids
Majority of Ashford Park remains the same.
We get to stay with our neighborhood school districts that our friends and neighbors are in in Ashford
Park/Chamblee district.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved.

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park /
Chamblee attendance zone.

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.

Keeps Drew Valley intact. Allows neighborhoods on Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run to be included with John
Lewis which they have advocated for. I support neighborhood wishes being respected as part of this process
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
I feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
None
I believe that this option keeps most the neighborhoods intact and going to APE
Keeps my neighborhood intact and as well as the education pathway intact that we foresaw when selecting our
neighborhood.
Majority of Drew Valley remains together with Ashford Park Community and students and friends will remain
together and feed to Chamblee MS & HS.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
All people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Keeps our neighborhood in current schools
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Keeping Ashford Park largely intact
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Intact Neighborhoods, families and kids stay together
None
There are not pros
None
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Keeps children and siblings in schools where they already attend
Relief for Montclair, Dresden and Woodward elementary
Keeps the close ties between Ashford Park and Brookhaven Renaissance intact. Maintains the structure of our
neighborhood and kids/siblings who have attended and are attending APES and in to CMS and CHS to remain in
the community.
None
Brookhaven Renaissance is a part of the Ashford Park / Drew Valley community and should remain in the current
attendance zone. Furthermore, German Immersion students are in a district-wide School Choice program and
students who are districted out should remain in the GI program.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.

Fearn Circle stays in Ashford Park Elementary school district. Also Buford Highway communities stay intact and
go to John Lewis, which they were promised
Brookhaven Renaissance is a part of the Ashford Park / Drew Valley community and should remain in the current
attendance zone. Furthermore, German Immersion students are in a district-wide School Choice program and
students who are districted out should remain in the GI program.
Briarwood Rd and Briarwood Way are used as natural boundaries for the Ashford Park Elementary, Chamblee
Middle, and Chamblee High attendance zones. Also we like that Carlyle Woods still feeds Ashford Park
Elementary, Chamblee Middle, and Chamblee High.

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity
None
The parents and neighborhood of Gregory Run/ Tanglewood want to be a part of and actively support John Lewis
ES
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle/Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park/Chamblee attendance zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone. Furthermore, German Immersion students are in a School Choice program and students who are districted
out should remain in it.
Tanglewood Circle/Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. These are passionate parents advocating to be a part of the
new John Lewis school. We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
You have drawn a map and moved some children.
Keeps Clairmont Terrace neighborhood intact.
*None
None. obvious gerrymandering.
I like Option 1 as is.
Keep most neighborhoods together
We love option 1! We definitely want Clairmont terrace in the John Lewis district. Thanks!
Traffic safety, neighborhood consistency, walking routes
Please keep Brookhaven Renaissance in the Ashford Park school district. We have many children in our
neighborhood who are currently enrolled in the German program at this school. It will not be offered in the new
John Lewis school.
Our preference is to remain zoned for Ashford Park Elementary as defined by Option 1.
Closer proximity to new elementary school
My neighborhood stays in Ashford Park ES.
Brookhaven Fields, as a community, remains intact in attendance area of Ashford Park Elementary.
Bad to move Ashford Park neighborhood students out of Ashford Park elementary. This is not a pro but there
isnâ€™t enough room in the con section to describe how bad of an option this is.
Brookhaven Renaissance stays in current attendance zone
Drew Valley remains in Ashford Park ES district. Tanglewood moves to JLES district.

Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis
school.
Parke Towne North apartments are split between 2 schools which will have less of an impact if there is
redevelopment.
ZERO
Parke Towne North is split which will not cause such a drastic change if apartments are redeveloped.
Tanglewood is in this plan. Passionate parents that want to be in school. Drew Valley is in Ashford Park
Elementary!
The bussing would not be as insane and the population of other schools to go down.
Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved.
Some overcrowding for Cross Keys Cluster relieved.
Kids can walk to school on streets with no sidewalks.
Pros - Tanglewood / Gregory Run is included, makes more sense to have kids close to their school. Traffic
patterns make sense. It is incredibly hard for Tanglewood/Gregory Run neighborhood to leave and turn left on
Clairmont Road to get to Montclair. It makes sense to turn right and head to new school!

I like that you have kept me within the Ashford Park district.
Expect better traffic, with Buford Highway less congested as the lower part of the map would not need to drive
as far North
Carlyle Woods is kept in the Ashford Park Elementary School district.
None. This is a gerrymandering mess.
Relieves overcrowding in certain elementary schools
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Brookhaven Renaissance remains in Ashford Park/Chamblee attendance zone.
Taglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis School.
Keeps Brookhaven Renaissance in its natural affiliation with Ashford Park.
No this do not work for me.
NONE!
Brookhaven Renaissance (Brookline Circle / Haberfield Court) remain in Ashford Park / Chamblee attendance
zone.
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.

John R. Lewis Cluster Elementary Redistricting Community Feedback
Meeting 2 Online Survey
Option 1: Focus on Geographic Proximity to John R. Lewis ES - Cons
Comment
Moving so little Ashford Park students doesn't help diversity, more APES kids should be moved. Moving
Woodward kids to APES doesn't help with the overcrowding already at APES
None
Feels racist, to be honest. All of Drew Valley (https://nextdoor.com/neighborhood/drewvalley--atlanta--ga/)
ought to be in John Lewis. The OTP cross keys area should be going to Chamblee MS/HS.
It separates Ashford Park - and I get the frustration here for community members - But it takes the same
amount of students out of AP and into John Lewis and puts the same number from Woodward to AP -. Does that
make sense?
More kids have to switch schools
Can you look at keeping Brookhaven Renaissance folks in Ashford Park and move Tanglewood/Gregory Run to
JRL
Again, I think it will behoove you to include neighborhoods who WANT to be in JRL and the folks in Brookhaven
Renaissance don't want in.
Moving area H to APS does not make sense based on geographic proximity alone - based on the maps, it looks
equally close to Woodward or JLES. If Area H did not move to APS, perhaps that would open up the possibility of
the northwest corner of "A" staying at APS.
None
Some neighborhood splitting, could maybe be tweaked slightly?
none
Ashford Park needs to go to the new Cross Keys High School and the area north of Ashford Park needs to attend
the Chamblee HS. Don't bus kids down Buford Highway.
It is so appalling that you are not going further into Drew Valley or Brookhaven Fields with this redistricting. You
are keeping all of the wealthy white kids at Ashford Park, while lumping all of the lower income areas together at
John Lewis and Cross Keys. That is such a disadvantage for those schools. South of Dresden should be Cross
Keys!
Needless impact to Ashford Park and Fernbank. I think these numbers are too low to offer any real pro versus
general disruption to those communities. I would suggest eliminating the relocation of these students.
There is no need to include Ashford Park north of Dresden, they want to stay at AP so let them stay! Pull more
kids from Montclair or Woodward. Try to keep the neighborhoods in Druid Hills intact at the same school.
There is no need to include Ashford Park north of Dresden, they want to stay at AP so let them stay! Pull more
kids from Montclair or Woodward. Try to keep the neighborhoods in Druid Hills intact at the same school.
There is a small portion of Ashford Park neighborhood that is being sent to JohnnLewis. All of â€œAshford park
residencesâ€•should stay at Ashford Park ES and pull from Wayland Circle to go to John lewis
Slice and dice along Buford Highway for the HS and MS options...why is Cross Keys High School even shown on
the map in the "old' location? - seems like the new location should be considered. Why does Brookhaven seem
to get the better options over Chamblee/Doraville?
John Lewis (area C) seems to break Montclair up. Might be better to make area C much bigger and move E and
D to Montclair.

The Ashford Park parents don't want the piece of the map just North of Dresden Drive going to John R. Lewis to
be redistricted. They want that piece to stay at Ashford Park.
More kids have to switch schools. Can you look at keeping Brookhaven Renaissance folks in Ashford Park and
move Tanglewood/Gregory Run to JRL. Again, I think it will behoove the district to include neighborhoods who
WANT to be in JRL and the folks in Brookhaven Renaissance don't want in.
The sliver north of Dresden awkwardly divides up our neighborhood. This chunk should remain with APES.
Similarly, it would make sense to make Skyland Drive the boundary, rather than Skyland Trail.
'- Continuing to segregate our community by this school primarily serving Buford highway residents. We aren't
solving the socioeconomic diversity issue brought up many times.
- This option is not taking geographic proximity into account. Figure out away for kids within a mile to attend this
school.
- this feeder will only last for 1-2 years.
There is no need to include Ashford Park north of Dresden, they want to stay at AP so let them stay! Pull more
kids from Montclair or Woodward. Try to keep the neighborhoods in Druid Hills intact at the same school.
Disrupting the neighborhood north of Dresden in Ashford Park is unnecessary for such a small group of students.
Not enough local attendance from geographic proximity.
More children would have to switch schools. Can you look into keeping Brookhaven Renaissance areas in
Ashford Park and including our areas (Tanglewood Circle, Gregory Run, Clairmont Terrace) in JRL? We want to
be included!
We keep our school ashord park
No apparent negatives for this option compared to the other one.
Students are being sent from schools with higher ratings to schools with lower ratings
The homes north of Dresden should be allowed to remain at Ashford Park. Thatâ€™s like 20 tots kids.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden, Carlton, and South Bamby) are excluded
from Ashford Park attendance zone. This does not keep the neighborhood intact! Also, DCSD should stick to the
goal of relieving overcrowding, not adding more students to the Cross Keys cluster.
This map does not relieve any of the congestion at Ashford Park, which sits essentially in the backyard of the
new JLES. Why are neighborhoods that are so close to the new JLES that they essentially border its property not
being rezoned?
Bamby/Carlton/portion of Skyland in Ashford Park are excluded from Ashford Park elementary school.
Traffic is bad
None
Can you look at keeping Brookhaven Renaissance folks in Ashford Park and move Tanglewood/Gregory Run to
JRL. Again, I think it would be smart of the district to include neighborhoods who WANT to be in JRL and the folks
in Brookhaven Renaissance don't want in.

Sends some students on north half of Dresden in Ashford Park to JLE - busy street to have even more school
traffic cross unnecessarily (maybe take more students from ashford park below dresden to reduce?)
Doesn't help reduce Seq Middle overcrowding really
Area J move doesn't make any sense. This area is much closer to Cross Keys, and the students would have to
travel much farther.

The John L Keeis district looks far too small. Why soend all that money and keep open inferior schools?
Still in a bad middle school and high school. I grew up going to chamblee high school and canâ€™t see myself
ever sending my child to Cross Keys High School. Most people I know in the area feel the same way.
Moves current APES kids that live in AP out of their school. Although AP is overcrowded on paper, most families
I've talked to are happy to stay at because they love it so much. Also, not sure pure geographic numbers are
reflective of students that would move--GI students would stay at AP due to school choice.
Itâ€™s still Leaves Cross Keys gerrymandered. The entire area needs to be Redistricted from Montgomery down
to Briar Vista needs to be adjusted. The county took the oath of least resistance.
The area above Dresden will be difficult for students in that area to get to John Lewis because they have to cross
Dresden.
I do not agree with/support your plans to split the "Skyland Estates" Neighborhood from the rest of Brookhaven
and move the HS students from Chamblee HS to Cross Keys. This decision is not supported by the criteria you
claim to be using in your decision making process.
You seem to take a small number of students from on side of Dresden that removes them from their current
neighbors. The streets being Skyland/Carlton/Bamby which have always had more interaction with Ashford
park. It should also force them to cross Dresden which is a dangerous road.
Breaks up neighborhoods, kids who are close to BOTH schools are being redistricted for no reasion, while kids in
the drew valley neighborhoods stay at APS even though they are CLOSER to the new school
Neighborhood does not remain in tact. More students effected.
Many. Terrible idea to take a small portion of the Ashford Park neighborhood from Ashford Park ES. Not only
would traffic patterns to AP be severely disrupted if South Bamby is removed from the AP attendance zone, but
the neighborhood would not be left intact. This would be the opposite of efficient and economical given the
neighborhood makeup.
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently assosicoates itself to Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because
of JRLESlocation
Traffic issues north of Dresden, kids not having sidewalks on Dresden, kids having to cross Dresden, doesn't
make sense to move these kids out of Ashford Park ES, takes kids away from German immersion program.
None.
Redistricts students at AP to an entirely new MS and HS. Ultimately has a major affect on families and students
as a result of issues elsewhere.
Splitting Ashford Park neighborhood. neighborhood is a single community
Mandatory walkers (young) would need to cross Dresden Drive - little in the way of sidewalks. VERY
DANGEROUS.
Students in zones H&A are just being swapped. What is rationale for uprooting these kids?
Zones A-E are disjointed - separating neighborhood and community
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently associates itself to Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because
of JRLES location
None

APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently associates itself to Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because
of JRLESlocation
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently associates itself to Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because
of JRLESlocation.
Con: APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK
Cluster (not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently assosicoates itself to Ashford Park and
Drew Valley divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched
simply because of JRLESloc
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently associates itself to Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community.
Does NOT keep Ashford Park in tact. Many reasons people moved to the Ashford Park community is to go to that
school and Chamblee High school. By taking ONLY 49 students and simply picking them because they are close to
the new school is ridiculous. Either more of Ashford Park needs to be incorporated or none at all.
Some kids will be required to change schools 3 times in as many years. AP loses 49 students but gains 40 from
another school. Why bother?
Divides a cohesive neighborhood and carved out a few streets that have been part of the neighborhood since its
inception. If you are going to choose based on proximity, it would make significantly more sense to pull from the
same side of Dresden and not have small children crossing a very busy street!
North of Dresden should stay with Ashford Park ES
Larger change to Ashford Park population
n/a
moves kids that are part of the intact neighborhoods of Ashford Park and Drew Valley to a new school. These
kids would be forced to go to different schools than kids that live next door to them and across the street.
none
None
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A)out that currently associates itself w/Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. It seems biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because of
JRLES proximity.
Cons for elementary: APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve
overcrowding in the CK Cluster (not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently associates itself to
Ashford Park divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched bc
of JRLES location.
Traffic, safety of children, separating neighborhoods which are very culturally engrained
Splits up more secondary school kids. Removes kids from their communities - takes kids from ashford park in an
arbitrary way, and puts others in from neighborhood h who are already part of communities that will feed john
lewis
No cons

My husband and I believe that splitting our specific street out from the neighborhood of Ashford Park is not in
accordance to the goal of keeping neighborhoods intact.
It also is not safe for an elementary student to cross Dresden in walking to school.
Ashford Park, North of Dresden, is split from Ashford Park Elementary zone. The move of 40 students in H to
Ashford Park Elementary, while also moving 49 students in A to John Lewis Elementary seems like we're moving
kids just to move them.
Streets in Ashford Park neighborhood are excluded while areas with further drives are included.
Bisects the Ashford Park neighborhood by carving out streets East of Bamby and North of Dresden.
'-Major traffic and safety issues for the streets in Ashford Park neighborhood.
-Splits neighborhood in 2
-Very much against this seemingly random extract of Ashford Park
A few streets of Ashford Park neighborhood is pulled out of the rest of the neighborhood (Bamby and Carlton)
None for me
Ashford Park, North of Dresden, is split from Ashford Park Elementary zone. The move of 40 students in H to
APES, while also moving 49 students in A to John Lewis Elementary seems like we're moving kids just to move
them.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland north of Dresden), Carlton & South Bamby are excluded from
Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more students
to the CK cluster.
- Small portion of the Ashford park neighborhood gets moved. Not sure if that is necessary to break off that
group of people.
* Breaks up Dresden Creek from Ashford Park Community.
* Non sensical comparison for geographic proximity to J. Lewis with Renaissance vs. Dresden Creek.
(Renaissance is closer to J. Lewis.)
*Unnecessarily disruptive to more students compared to option 2. (743 student moves in option 1 vs. 702
student moves in option 2.) for little net gain.
There are significant safety concerns with the proposed plan to displace the children north of Dresden in Ashford
Park and into JLE. Having to walk to school and cross Dresden, a major road (where people speed +60 mph) is a
significant (deadly) hazard. Walkability would be impossible and traffic would be seriously impacted in a negative
way.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland--north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
The streets from Ashford Park (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded from the
Ashford Park zone. We believe that the process should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding by not adding
more students to the Cross Keys cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland- north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding from
students to the Cross Keys cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden, Carlton and South Bamby) are excluded
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding, NOT adding more
students to the CK cluster.
no cons

Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
This plan breaks up part of the Ashford Park / Chamblee school cluster by including our neighbors on S. Bamby,
Carlton, and Skyland. The initial goals set out for creating JLES should remain, focusing on relieving overcrowding
(not adding more students) to the Cross Keys cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Why move 38 Chamblee students to Cross keys when you are going to move 24 Cross keys kids to Chamblee??
Some change of Elementary School for pockets of Ashford Park neighborhood. Prefer to keep Ashford Park
whole.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. Dekalb County School District should stick to the goal of relieving
overcrowding not adding more students to the Cross Keys cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden, Carlton, and South Bamby) are excluded
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
i want to keep my school Ashford Park elementary school
None that i am aware of
Kids crossing Dresden. Kids leaving Ashford Park to go to school elsewhere. Why the 3 streets in Ashford Park? I
cannot think of any reason this makes sense for anybody. Dekalb Co building schools on cheap dirt and then
addressing the logistics of it is ludicrous.

Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Segregating current residents of Ashford Park , specifically Bamby and Carlton Pl.
Puts children on these streets at risk for crossing Dresden to get to school.
Traditional neighborhoods/attendees of Skyland HS/Chamblee HS would be forced to Cross Keys; breaks up city
of Brookhaven into two school systems
None
Why is my community and street broken out from brookhaven city? I personally drive my neighbor's daughter to
Chamblee middle. It is convenient. Why breakup 26 kids from their community? We were promised no change
when Brookhaven made the land swap deal. Trace Clairmont rd and form the boundary. Dont separate us from
our community. Include us!
Major con is relocated Carlton Place NE to the new school. While it is closer, it undermines the neighborhood.
Please let Carlton Place continue to be zoned with the other houses in Ashford Park.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently assosicoates itself to Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because
of JRLESLocation
Tanglewood Circle and Gregory Run are included. They are advocating to be a part of the new John Lewis school.
We feel that all people who want to attend should be given the opportunity.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Removes core streets (and students) from Ashford Park Elementary in order to add new students from other
schools. Overcrowding is best handled by adding students to the new John Lewis Elementary rather than
existing schools. Less students impacted by changing schools that way.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the Cross Keys cluster.
Redistricting breaks apart our current neighborhood when it does not need to be done.
To me there are no cons to this option
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.

Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
None
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Moving 40 students out of AP and putting 40 more in doesn't help the school at all. It would make more sense
to send the 40 from Group H to John Lewis because 1. it's closer 2. they can get to it through the neighborhood.
Why move 40 students from AP when there is absolutely no benefit?
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Request that students in Ashford Park German Immersion stay with their school choice program.
Literally cuts our neighborhood out of the community. I donâ€™t want my kids friends and neighbors going to a
different school.
You are breaking up an existing MS/HS cluster for a couple of streets in AP. Its most important to keep families
zone for the existing schools together. The safety crossing Dresden must also be considered. Option 1 is
throwing in a couple of streets currently at AP/Chamblee to go to another school.
Traffic will be a major issue if S Bamby, Carlton and Skyland are redistricted to John Lewis as Drew Valley
residents who attend Ashford Park use S Bamby, Carlton and Skyland as a point of entry to drive to Ashford Park
Elementary. There would be serious traffic and safety concerns with cars simultaneously entering and leaving
the neighborhood.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Only because of geographic proximity to JLES is area A being rezoned from Ashford Park to JLES...Ashford Park is
not overcrowded and should not be effected. Also, we purchased our home specifically to attend Ashford Park!
Breaking up intact neighborhood, safety for children, traffic patterns, it doesnâ€™t make sense
Brookhaven Renaissance is a part of the Ashford Park / Drew Valley community and should remain in the current
attendance zone. Furthermore, German Immersion students are in a district-wide School Choice program and
students who are districted out should remain in the GI program.
this will continue to add to overcrowding,
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Some current ashford Park Elementary school students will be redistricted to John Lewis
Brookhaven Renaissance is a part of the Ashford Park / Drew Valley community and should remain in the current
attendance zone. Furthermore, German Immersion students are in a district-wide School Choice program and
students who are districted out should remain in the GI program.

Current neighborhoods that feed APES, CMS, and CHS north of Dresden are being rediatricted.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster
Why would you move 49 students from the current neighborhood and reassign 40 students from a different
neighborhood? This strategy is a flawed ideology, inconsistent with our neighborhood objective, and, most
importantly, inconsiderate to our current students and their families.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.

Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster. Also, traffic between APES and JLES will overlap on Dresden in this option.
I think you should leave the streets north of Dresden Drive to Clairmont Rd in the Ashford Park, Chamblee MS,
Chamblee HS configuration rather than willy nilly moving that area to the John Lewis, Sequoyah, Cross Keys
cluster. Why dip into the families to the north of Dresden Drive to Clairmont Rd and dig them out to go to a
different school?
Fails to keep Ashford Park intact. There is no good reason to carve out the few streets at the southeast corner
north of Dresden and west of Clairmont and send them to the new school, when those areas clearly identify as
part of the Ashford Park community. Asking those students to cross traffic-heavy Dresden to get to school
creates a safety risk.
*Excludes our neighborhood from the AP community we have come to know
and love
*Our community was carved out of the AP attendance area without justification.
*Tearing our townhouse community away from AP was NEVER the intended purpose of creating JL Elementary.
Our Mid/High school students will be ADVERSELY and HEAVILY disrupted by this change.
Redistricting an intact neighborhood to a new cluster- moving children not only for elementary school but also
for middle school and high school to a much further away school when the Drew Valley neighborhood is much
closer to Cross Keys high school and is not attending that high school in the current or revised plans.
None.
Takes some/small number Ashford Park kids out of their community
none that affect us
Would have to cross a busy street to get to school. It could be dangerous.
Awful for traffic/safety. Bamby/Carlton/Skyland are used by many to get to Ashford Park elementary. Not
feasible, smart or safe to have those kids go to any school other than Ashford Park.
Many kids in the Ashford Park neighborhood are in German immersion and will not be moved due to school
choice so numbers are deceiving
Streets in Ashford Park neighborhood leave the attendance zone
None.

Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland (north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone.
This pulls from many rental units long highway. We made a sacrifice and moved to Ashford Park earlier in the
year to get our children into a great school system and with this option, only a few streets (including ours) in our
neighborhood will get zoned to the new school. Why is our tiny corner the only one affected??
S Bamby, Carlton, and Skyland North is in the neighborhood of Ashford Park. This is a traffic issue as S Bamby is
a cut through for everyone south of Dresden. Will be minimal impact in elementary years as many students are
in German Immersion and they should remain in School Choice. Adds more students from Chamblee to Cross
Keys (overcrowded)
Th line is insane and some of the Montclair is split by a line that is very random.
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently assosicoates itself to Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. Itâ€™s very biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because
of JRLESlocation
APES attendance zones should not be changed. This school was built to relieve overcrowding in the CK Cluster
(not APES). Carving a very small section (A) out that currently associates itself w/Ashford Park and Drew Valley
divides our sense of community. It seems biased that Section A is the only APES zone touched simply because of
JRLES proximity
It breaks up a neighborhood and puts kids on a bus for a lot longer than necessary to get to Middle and High
School
Cons - More kids have to switch schools. Can you look at keeping Brookhaven Renaissance folks in Ashford Park
and move Tanglewood/Gregory Run to JRL. Again, I think it will behoove the district to include neighborhoods
who WANT to be in JRL and the folks in Brookhaven Renaissance don't want in.
For us in the Ashford Park district, our middle schooler would have to leave Chamblee Middle and go far away to
Sequoyah middle. Then when new Cross Keyes Middle is built, move there. Can you NOT have this little bit of
Ashford Park move disruptively move their middle and high school students
Moves 37 students to And 40 students from Ashford Park - seems best to not disrupt Ashford Park
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland, Carlton, and South Bamby) are excluded from Ashford Park
attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more students to the CK
cluster.
Youâ€™re omitting portions of Ashford Park from Ashford Park Elementary. It makes no sense! Youâ€™re
potentially affecting property values in Ashford Park and itâ€™s extremely UNFAIR.
Streets from Ashford Park neighborhood (Skyland - north of Dresden), Carlton, and South Bamby are excluded)
from Ashford Park attendance zone. DCSD should stick to the goal of relieving overcrowding not adding more
students to the CK cluster.

